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Abstract
Starting from the zero modes of the single and bilayer graphene Hamiltonians we
develop a mechanism to construct the eigenstates and eigenenergies for Landau levels.
In particular, we apply this method to the case in which the planar coordinates are
noncommutative. General formulas for the spectrum of energies are deduced, for both
cases, single and bilayer graphene. In both cases we find that the effect to introduce
noncommutative coordinates is a shift in energy spectrum.
PACS numbers: 73.22.Pr, 71.70.Di
1 Introduction
The problem of a single electron confined to two dimensions and exposed to a magnetic
field was explored by Darwin [1], Fock [2] and Landau [3]. They show that the electron
kinetic energy is quantized, being the discrete kinetic energy levels “the Landau levels”.
In particular, the Landau levels become relevant in the Quantum Hall problem [4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Indeed, the integral Quantum Hall effect is a direct con-
sequence of the Landau level formation. In addition the explanation for the fractional
quantum Hall effect, arises because the lowest Landau level splits into Landau-like en-
ergy levels [15, 16, 17, 18].
On the other hand, the experimental realization of monolayer graphene films [19, 20, 21]
has allowed explore the physics of two-dimensional (2D) Dirac-Weyl fermions. This al-
lows relativistic physics to be explored in a solid state system and physical phenomena
such as the Klein-Gordon paradox, the anomalous Landau-Hall effect or nanoelectric
materials [21, 22, 24] may be addressed. Also, the study of Dirac-Wely electrons in
1
magnetic fields has received much attention in the resent time in order to find a way
for confining the charges [23]-[33].
Also, the study of field theories in noncommutative space has received much attention
in the last few years [34]. The connection between these theories and string theory was
first considered by Connes, Douglas and Schwartz, who observed that noncommutative
geometry arise as a possible scenario for certain low energy of string theory and M-
theory. Afterwards Seiberg and Witten showed that the low energy dynamics of string
theory can be described in terms of the noncommutative Yang-Mills theory [35]. Since
then many papers appeared covering diverse applications of noncommutative theory in
physical problems.
In the present Letter, we deal with a scenario in which the coordinates of the plane are
noncommutative. Such, scenario arises naturally in the quantum mechanics for strong
magnetic fields [36, 37]. In Section 2 we discuss the physical conditions for the emer-
gence of the noncommutative plane and the effective Hamiltonian for for massless Dirac
fermions. Section 3, is addressed to develop a method that allow us to construct the
eigenenergies and the eigenstates for Landau levels in the case of single layer graphene
in noncommutative plane. We will find that general formula for the spectrum of the
energy is given by
Enc = ±
√
3NB , N = 0, 1, 2, ... (1)
which implies that the spectrum is shifted by ±(√3 − √2)√NB with respect of the
spectrum of the commutative case. Finally, we analyze, in Section 4, the applica-
tion of the method developed in the previous section, to the case of bilayer graphene
Hamiltonian. We will be able to deduce a general formula for the spectrum of the
Landau energy. Particularly, we will find that the spectrum in noncommutative space
is dictated by the formula,
Enc = ±
√
9B2N(N − 1), N = 0, 1, 2, 3... (2)
As in the case of single layer, we will note that the levels of enegry are shifted with
respect of the result of the commutative case. Specifically, we will show that the shift
is ±(√9−√4)
√
B2N(N − 1.
2 The emergence of noncommutative plane in
high magnetic field
Let us star t by considering a (2+1)-dimensional Lagrangian describing an electron of
mass m and charge −e,
L =
1
2
mr˙2 − e
c
r˙ ·A(r) + eV (r) (3)
where r is the position and r˙ the velocity of the electron. The vector and the scalar
potential are represented byA(r) and V (r), c is the speed of light, which, for simplicity
we will take c = e = 1, also in the rest of the paper we will consider ~ = vf = 1 being
2
~ the Planck constant and vf the Fermi velocity. In the rest of this manuscript we will
assume that the electron move in a homogeneous magnetic field applied perpendicularly
to the plane of motion. In particular, we have to specify the gauge. Here we will use
a symmetric gauge,
A =
1
2
(−By,Bx, 0) (4)
where, the real number, B is the magnetic induction. The Ai are components of the
vector potential, satisfying,
B = ∂xAy − ∂yAx (5)
Then, the Lagrangian simplifies to
L =
1
2
m[x˙2 + y˙2]− B
2
(x˙y − y˙x) + V (x, y) (6)
In the limit of large magnetic field, we may neglect the kinetic term. In other words,
if magnetic field is large enough, we have,
1
2
m[x˙2 + y˙2]≪ |B
2
(x˙y − y˙x)| (7)
Thus, we may use the approximate Lagrangian
L˜ = −B
2
(x˙y − y˙x) + V (x, y) (8)
Let us now concentrate on the Hamiltonian of the theory.
The canonical momenta corresponding to the Lagrangian (3) are
Px = mx˙−Ax
Py = my˙ −Ay (9)
In the absence of an electric field, the Hamiltonian corresponding to Eq.(3) can be
written as
H =
1
2m
(
pi2x + pi
2
y
)
(10)
where pix and piy are the gauge-covariant momenta, defined in terms of the usual mo-
menta Px = −i∂x and Py = −i∂y as
pix = Px +Ax
piy = Py +Ay (11)
These mechanical momentums are different from the canonical momenta (9), in the
sense they are physical observables, while Pi are gauge variant momentums. From the
canonical commutation relations it follows that the physical momentum operators have
the nonvanishing quantum commutators
[pix, piy] = −iB (12)
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and so the momentum space in the presence of a background magnetic field B becomes
noncommutative. The points in momentum space are replaced by Landau cells of area
B which serves as an infrared cutoff.
For the Lagrangian (8) the canonically conjugate variables are x, y, so that
[xˆ, yˆ] =
−i
B
(13)
We can apply the general theory to electrons in graphene in the vicinity of the point
K. Thus, following the steps carry out in references [22], [38], it is not difficult to arrive
to the effective Hamiltonian
H =
(
0 pix − ipiy
pix + ipiy 0
)
(14)
So that, the Schro¨dinger equation, under this considerations, reduce to(
0 pix − ipiy
pix + ipiy 0
)(
ψa
ψb
)
= E
(
ψa
ψb
)
(15)
where ψa and ψb are the components of the spinor Ψ (i.e. Ψ = (ψa, ψb)
T ). For
particular gauge election (4), this equation takes the following form,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]
ψb = Eψa (16)
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]
ψa = Eψb (17)
where z = ix+y and z† = −ix+y. The simplest solution of the equations (16) and (17)
are the zero energy modes, that is the solutions for zero energy. In order to construct
these solutions we assume that the vector potential is divergenceless, which is clearly
satisfied by (4). Then, one can introduce a scalar potential λ(x, y) = B4 (x
2 + y2) such
that,
Ax = −∂yλ , Ay = ∂xλ (18)
and due to the equation (5), the magnetic field reads,
B = ∂2xλ+ ∂
2
yλ (19)
Then, it is not difficult to find the solutions of the equations (16) and (17) for the
energy zero case. Indeed, substituting in equation (16)
ψb = fbe
−λ (20)
and setting E = 0, we obtain,
[−i∂x − ∂y]fb = 0 (21)
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In similar way, if we propose
ψa = fae
λ (22)
the equation (17) is reduced to
[−i∂x + ∂y]fa = 0 (23)
which implies that fa and fb are analytic and complex conjugated analytic entire
functions of z = ix+ y, respectively. Thus, the general solution for the zero mode is
ψa,b = fa,be
γB
4
(x2+y2) (24)
where γ = 1 and −1 for ψa and ψb respectively. Since the entire function f(z) cannot
go to zero in all directions at infinity, ψa,b can be normalizable only assuming that
γB < 0, that is, zero-energy solutions can exist only for one spin direction, depending
on the sign of the magnetic field.
The function fa,b are dictated by (23) and (21) and it is not difficult to check that the
solutions are polynomials of the form
fa = a˜i(z
†)i , i = 0, 1, 2, ... (25)
fb = aiz
i , i = 0, 1, 2, ... (26)
being a˜i and ai real numbers.
3 The construction of the eigenvalues and eigen-
states for a negative magnetic field in noncommu-
tative plane: the case of single layer graphene
Let us now concentrate on the construction of eigenstates and eigenvalues different
form zero. To proceed we start by considering the simplest zero mode solution of the
Hamiltonian (14) for a negative magnetic field,
Ψ0,0 =
(
a˜0e
λ
0
)
(27)
Here, the first subindex denote the number of independent state with zero energy and
the second index denote level of energy. In other words the spinor (27) is the first
independent zero energy mode. According to what we have seen (27) is a solution of
the set [
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]
ψb = 0
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]
ψa = 0 (28)
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In order to construct an eigenstate associated to first excited level of energy, we can
take the operator
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB2
]
and apply it to ψa = a˜0e
λ, so that,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]
ψa = a˜0[−i∂xλ− ∂yλ]eλ − zB
2
a˜0e
λ (29)
Thus, in view of (4), (18) and the definition of z, it not difficult to arrive to following
result [
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]
ψa = −zBa˜0eλ = −zBψa (30)
To continue we can take the state −zBa˜0eλ and apply the operator
[
[−i∂x+∂y]−z†B2
]
.
The result of this operation is,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]
(−zBa˜0eλ) = −2Ba˜0eλ − B
2
2
a˜0zz
†eλ +
B2
2
a˜0z
†zeλ
= −2Ba˜0eλ + B
2
2
a˜0[z
†, z]eλ (31)
where [z†, z] may be calculated by using (13),
[z†, z] = − 2
B
(32)
Then,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]
(−zBa˜0eλ) = −2Ba˜0eλ − a˜0Beλ = −3Ba˜0eλ (33)
So, we have that a˜0e
λ is an eigenstate of the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y] − z†B2
][
[−i∂x −
∂y]− zB2
]
with eigenvalue −3B. In view of this we can write,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]
ψb = Encψa
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]
ψa = Encψb (34)
where, now, Enc = ±
√−3B, ψb = a˜0eλ and ψa = −zBa˜0eλ±√−3B , so that,
Ψ0,1 =
(
−zBa˜0eλ
±√−3B
a˜0e
λ
)
(35)
is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (14), with eigenvalue Enc = ±
√−3B. From (31),
it is interesting to note that in the commutative case [z†, z] = 0 and, then, the first
energy existed level is Ec = ±
√−2B. This the well know result for the first Landau
level of energy for massless Dirac fermions (see reference [38]).
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We can generalize the previous result, starting from arbitrary zero mode for a negative
magnetic field configuration. In that case we take the i-degenerate zero energy state,
that is,
Ψi,0 =
(
a˜i(z
†)ieλ
0
)
(36)
We can construct the rest of the eigenstates associated to the first excited level of
energy by applying the operator
[
[−i∂x − ∂y] − zB2
]
to the state a˜i(z
†)ieλ, then we
have,[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]
(a˜i(z
†)ieλ) = −2ia˜i(z†)i−1eλ − B
2
a˜i[(z
†)iz + z(z†)i]eλ (37)
To proceed we apply the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
]
to the result (37). After some
algebra we arrive to the following expression,[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]
(−2ia˜i(z†)i−1eλ − B
2
a˜i[(z
†)iz + z(z†)i]eλ
= −2a˜iB(z†)ieλ + a˜i
(B
2
)2(
z†[(z†)iz + z(z†)i]− [(z†)iz + z(z†)i]z†
)
eλ (38)
In the commutative case the second term, in the right hand of the equality (38) is zero
and therefore we would conclude that −2B is an eigenvalue of the operator
[
[−i∂x +
∂y]− z†B2
][
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB2
]
, being a˜i(z
†)ieλ the eigenstates. Thus, the state
Ψi,1 =
(
−2ia˜i(z†)i−1eλ−a˜iB(z†)izeλ
±√−2B
a˜i(z
†)ieλ
)
(39)
would be an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (14) with eigenvalue ±√−2B. However,
since, we are dealing with noncommutative coordinates term z†[(z†)iz + z(z†)i] −
[(z†)iz + z(z†)i]z† is a commutator and must be calculated. It is not difficult, after
some algebra, that the commutator
[
z†, [(z†)iz + z(z†)i]
]
can be developed as,
[
z†, [(z†)iz + z(z†)i]
]
= −
[
z†, z†zz†
]
(z†)i−2 − (z†)i−2
[
z, (z†)3
]
(40)
The two brackets in the right hand can be calculated explicitly,[
z†, z†zz†
]
= − 2
B
(z†)2
[
z, (z†)3
]
=
6
B
(z†)2 (41)
so that,
[
z†, [(z†)iz + z(z†)i]
]
= −4(z
†)i
B
(42)
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Then, we can rewrite the term in right hand of the equality (38),
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]
(−2ia˜i(z†)i−1eλ − B
2
a˜i[(z
†)iz + z(z†)i]eλ
= −2a˜iB(z†)ieλ − a˜iB(z†)ieλ = −3B(a˜i(z†)ieλ) (43)
Again, we arrive to a similar result to obtained in formula (33). In other words, we
have shown that a˜i(z
†)ieλ is an eigenstate of
[
[−i∂x + ∂y] − z†B2
][
[−i∂x − ∂y] − zB2
]
with eigenvalue −3B. Therefore, if we rename,
ψa =
a˜i
±√−3B
[
− 2i(z†)i−1eλ − B
2
[(z†)iz + z(z†)i]eλ
]
ψb = a˜i(z
†)ieλ
Enc = ±
√−3B (44)
we can rewrite the equations (37) and (43) as follows
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]
ψb = Encψa
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]
ψa = Encψb (45)
Hence, we obtain the following spinor
Ψi,1 =
(
a˜i
±√−3B
[
− 2i(z†)i−1eλ − B2 [(z†)iz + z(z†)i]eλ
]
a˜i(z
†)ieλ
)
, (46)
which reduce to the formula (35) for the case i = 0. Thus, (46) is an eigenstate of
the Dirac-Weyl Hamiltonian (14) with eigenvalue Enc = ±
√−3B. This means that
in noncommutative plane, the first existed Landau level of energy is Enc = ±
√−3B
which differ from the Ec = ±
√−2B of the commutative case. This suggest that the
effect due to the introduction of non-commutativity between the plane coordinates is
a shift in the energy level. We show, now, that this shift in the energy is maintained
for higher Landau levels. Let us then consider the state (35) and apply the operator[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB2
]
to the upper component, that is,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]−zBa˜0eλ
±√−3B =
(zB)2a˜0e
λ
±√−3B (47)
Following the previous steps we apply the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y] − z†B2
]
to the result
(47), which lead us to
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](zB)2a˜0eλ
±√−3B = −4B
(−a˜0Bzeλ
±√−3B
)
+
a˜0B
3[z2, z†]eλ
2±√−B − (48)
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where [z2, z†] = 4
B
, therefore,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](zB)2a˜0eλ
±√−3B = −6B
(−a˜0Bzeλ
±√−3B
)
(49)
Thus, we have that −a˜0Bze
λ
±√−3B is an eigenstate of
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
][
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB2
]
with eigenvalue −6B. This, lead us to the couple of equations (34), where, now,
ψa =
(zB)2a˜0e
λ
±
√
18B2
ψb =
−zBa˜0eλ
±√−3B
Enc = ±
√
−6B (50)
Notice that in the commutative case the last term of (48) is zero, which implies that
energy corresponding to second excited Landau level is Ec = ±
√−4B. This result is
in accordance with the formula
Ec = ±
√
−2NB , N = 0, 1, 2, ... (51)
This formula is the general expression for the spectrum of the eigenenergies for massless
Dirac electrons in a uniform magnetic [38]. Returning to the noncommutative case, we
conclude that the spinor
Ψ0,2 =

 (zB)2a˜0eλ±√18B2
−zBa˜0eλ
±√−3B

 (52)
is an eigenstate of the Dirac-Wely equation, being Enc = ±
√−6B the corresponding
eigenvalue associated to the second excited energy level. We can repeat the process
by choosing an arbitrary eigenstate corresponding to the first excited energy level. In
other words, if we want to get the general form of the eigenfunctions corresponding
to the second excited energy level we should take the state (46) and apply the same
process that lead us to result (52). By using this mechanism we can arrive to following
eigenstate,
Ψi,2 =

 a˜ii±√18B2
[
4(i− 1)(z†)i−2 + 2B{(z†)i−1, z}
]
eλ + a˜iB
2
2(±
√
18B2)
{z(z†)i, z}eλ
a˜i
±√−3B
[
− 2i(z†)i−1eλ − B2 [(z†)iz + z(z†)i]eλ
]

 ,(53)
where {(z†)i−1, z} and {z(z†)i, z} are anticommutators. It is easy to check that (53)
reduce to (52) for i = 0. Although it is not easy, it can be show that the state (53) is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (14), with eigenvalue Enc = ±
√−6B. This suggest us,
that in the noncommutative case, the expression for the spectrum of the eigenenergies,
for massless Dirac electrons in the Landau problem, is
Enc = ±
√−3NB , N = 0, 1, 2, ... (54)
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To check this formula for the third level of energy, let us consider the state (52) and
apply the operator
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB2
]
to the upper component,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
](zB)2a˜0eλ
±
√
18B2
= −(zB)
3a˜0e
λ
±
√
18B2
(55)
The application of the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
]
to this result, lead us to
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](
− (zB)
3a˜0e
λ
±
√
18B2
)
= −6z
2B3a˜0e
λ
±
√
18B2
− B
4a˜0[z
3, z†]eλ
2(±
√
18B2)
(56)
with, [z3, z†] = 6
B
z2. So, we can rewrite the result (56),
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](
− (zB)
3a˜0e
λ
±
√
18B2
)
= −6z
2B3a˜0e
λ
±
√
18B2
− 3z
2B3a˜0e
λ
±
√
18B2
= −9B
( a˜0(Bz)2eλ
±
√
18B2
)
(57)
Therefore, −9B is an eigenvalue of the operator
[
[−i∂x+∂y]−z†B2
][
[−i∂x−∂y]−zB2
]
,
which show that Enc = ±
√−9B is the corresponding eigenvalue to the third Landau
level of energy, and confirm that the spectrum of energy, in the noncommutative plane,
is dictated by the formula
Enc = ±
√
−3NB , N = 0, 1, 2, ... (58)
To finalize, it is necessary to mention that the mechanism developed in this section
may be also apply to the case of positive magnetic field. In that case, according to the
formulas (20) and (21) the simplest zero mode is
Ψ0,0 =
(
0
a0e
−λ
)
(59)
Then, we can apply to ψb the operator
[
[−i∂x+∂y]−z†B2
]
and then
[
[−i∂x−∂y]−zB2
]
.
Here, notice that the order of the application of the operators it is inverse to the case of
negative magnectic field. Thus, the mechanism may be repeat for the case of positive
magnetic field, obtained as result for the spectrum of energies,
Ec = ±
√
2NB , N = 0, 1, 2, ... (60)
and
Enc = ±
√
3NB , N = 0, 1, 2, ... (61)
respectively for the commutative and noncommutative cases. For more details, about
the application of this mechanism in the case of positive magnetic field in commutative
space see [39].
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4 Application to bilayer graphene
Consider now the case of bilayer graphene [38], [40], [41]. Let us start with the simplest
Hamiltonian,
H =
(
0 (pix − ipiy)2
(pix + ipiy)
2 0
)
(62)
which means intermediate energies. This description is accurate at the energy scale
larger than a few meV, otherwise a more complicated picture including trigonal warping
takes place; we will restrict ourselves only by the case of not too small doping when
the approximate Hamiltonian (62) works.
Then, instead of Eq.(15) for single-layer graphene, one has the Schro¨dinger equation(
0 (pix − ipiy)2
(pix + ipiy)
2 0
)(
ψa
ψb
)
= E
(
ψa
ψb
)
(63)
Again, we choose the symmetric gauge (4), so that,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]2
ψb = Eψa (64)
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]2
ψa = Eψb (65)
First, we analyze the zero energy modes of these equations. The solution of these
equations, for zero energy, can be found easily from the development done in Section
2. Indeed, we can check that the sets(
a˜i(z
†)ieλ
0
)
,
(
za˜i(z
†)ieλ
0
)
(66)
and (
0
aiz
ie−λ
)
,
(
0
z†aizie−λ
)
(67)
are solutions of the equations (64) and (65) for zero energy. Notice that the zero mode
for bilayer are twice as great as for the case of a single layer. With this ideas in mind
we can construct the spectrum of energies and their eigenfunctions, in noncommutative
plane, in a similar way to the case of single layer. Continuing with the same scheme
as in the previous section, we consider the case in which the magnetic field is negative.
This indicate us that we start by considering the two simplest solutions given by the
equation (66). In other words, we should take the two following zero modes,(
a˜0e
λ
0
)
,
(
za˜0e
λ
0
)
(68)
Now, we can start, from these zero modes, to construct the eigenfunctions and eigenen-
ergies corresponding to excited levels. Following the process developed in Section 3,
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we apply the operator
[
[−i∂x− ∂y]− zB2
]2
to the state ψa = a˜0e
λ. The only difference
from the construction developed section 3, is that in this situation we must apply the[
[−i∂x − ∂y] − zB2
]
twice to the state ψa. Hence, we take the result of equation (30)
and apply once again the operator
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB2
]
,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
](
− zBa˜0eλ
)
= (zB)2a˜0e
λ (69)
Following, the same mechanism of the previous section, we should apply the operator[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
]2
to (zB)2a˜0e
λ. This, lead us to,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](
(zB)2a˜0e
λ
)
= 4a˜0B
2zeλ + a˜0
B3
2
[z2, z†]eλ (70)
The commutator may be calculated easily, being [z2, z†] = 4
B
z. Hence, the last equation
reduce to [
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](
(zB)2a˜0e
λ
)
= 6a˜0B
2zeλ (71)
We need to apply the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
]
once again,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](
6a˜0B
2zeλ
)
= 12a˜0B
2eλ + 3a˜0B
3[z, z†]eλ
= 12a˜0B
2eλ + 6a˜0B
2eλ = 18B2(a˜0e
λ) (72)
Then, we have found that a˜0e
λ is an eigenstate of
[
[−i∂x+∂y]−z†B2
]2[
[−i∂x−∂y]−zB2
]2
with eigenvalue 18B2. Notice that for the commutative case the eigenvalue is 8B2.
Therefore, we have [
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]2
ψb = Encψa (73)
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]2
ψa = Encψb (74)
where Enc = ±
√
18B2, ψa =
(zB)2
±
√
18B2
a˜0e
λ and ψb = a˜0e
λ. Hence, the firts excited
enegry eigenstate corresponding to the bilayer Hamiltonian (62) is
Ψ0,1 =
(
(zB)2
±
√
18B2
a˜0e
λ
a˜0e
λ
)
(75)
From the above development it is clear that in the commutative case the the first non-
zero eigenenergy is Ec = ±
√
8B2, which can be reexpressed as Ec = (2|B|)±
√
2. This
last expression coincide with the first non-zero eigenenergy calculated for the bilayer
graphene in Ref.[38], [40], [41]. In these articles a general formula for calculate the
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Landau energies levels are deduced by numerical computations, obtaining the following
formula
Ec = (2|B|)±
√
N(N − 1), N = 0, 1, 2, 3... (76)
For the case N = 2, this formula reproduce our result. We will that we arrive to
formula (76) in the commutative case.
The spinor (75) was obtained from the first of the zero mode in the equation (68).
However, there is a second zero mode,(
za˜0e
λ
0
)
(77)
We proceed in similar form to previous process. The application of twice the operator[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB2
]
upon the upper component of the spinor (77) give,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
](
za˜0e
λ
)
= a˜0Bz
2eλ (78)
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
](
a˜0Bz
2eλ
)
= a˜0B
2z3eλ (79)
To this result we apply the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
]
twice,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](
a˜0B
2z3eλ
)
= 6a˜0B
2z2eλ +
a˜0
2
B3[z3, z†]eλ = 9a˜0B2z2eλ (80)
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](
9a˜0B
2z2eλ
)
= 36a˜0B
2zeλ +
9
2
a˜0B
3[z2, z†]eλ = 54B2
(
za˜0e
λ
)
(81)
Thus, za˜0e
λ is an eigenstate of
[
[−i∂x+∂y]−z†B2
]2[
[−i∂x−∂y]−zB2
]2
with eigenvalue
54B2. This, implies that
Ψ10,1 =
(
a˜0
±
√
54B2
B2z3eλ
a˜0ze
λ
)
(82)
is an eigenstate of the bilayer Hamiltonian with an eigenvalue Enc = ±
√
54B2. Notice
that for the commutative case the eigenvalue corresponding to the equation (81) would
be 24B2, so that Ec = (2|B|) ±
√
6. This eigenvalue arises from the formula (76) for
N = 3.
In order to calculate the third excited level of energy we must take the spinor (75) an
repeat the process. Then, we have,
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]( (zB)2
±
√
18B2
a˜0e
λ
)
= − a˜0
±
√
18B2
B3z3eλ (83)
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[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
](
− a˜0
±
√
18B2
B3z3eλ
)
=
a˜0
±
√
18B2
B4z4eλ (84)
Now, we apply the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
]
twice to the state a˜0±
√
18B2
B4z4eλ.
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]( a˜0
±
√
18B2
B4z4eλ
)
=
8a˜0
±
√
18B2
B4z3eλ +
a˜0
±2
√
18B2
B5[z4, z†]eλ
=
12a˜0
±
√
18B2
B4z3eλ (85)
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]( 12a˜0
±
√
18B2
B4z3eλ
)
=
72a˜0
±
√
18B2
B4z2eλ +
6a˜0
±
√
18B2
B5[z3, z†]eλ(86)
Taking into account that [z3, z†] = 6
B
z2, we obtain,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]( 12a˜0
±
√
18B2
B4z3eλ
)
= 108B2
( (zB)2
±
√
18B2
a˜0e
λ
)
(87)
Therefore, equations (73) and (74) are satisfied for ψa =
a˜0
±
√
1944B4
B4z4eλ, ψb =
(zB)2
±
√
18B2
a˜0e
λ and Enc = ±
√
108B2. If we consider the commutative case, it not diffi-
cult deduce, from the above development, that Ec = ±
√
48B2 = (2|B|) ±√12, which
satisfied the formula (76) for N = 4.
Returning to the noncommutative case it is interesting to note that, up to this point,
we have construct five states, two zero modes, and three excited states, with energies,
Enc = ±
√
18B2, Enc = ±
√
54B2, Enc = ±
√
108B2. This suggest a possible general
formula Enc = ±
√
9B2n(n− 1). As we see, for N = 0 and N = 1 Enc = 0, for N = 2
we have Enc = ±
√
18B2, for N = 3, Enc = ±
√
54B2 and for N = 4, Enc = ±
√
108B2.
The fourth excited level of energy according to this formula will be Enc = ±
√
180B2.
In order to check that it is right, we apply our mechanism to construct the fourth
excited level of energy. For this propose we consider the upper component of the state
(82), that is ψa =
a˜0
±
√
54B2
B2z3eλ, and apply the operator
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB2
]2
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]( a˜0
±
√
54B2
B2z3eλ
)
=
−a˜0
±
√
54B2
B3z4eλ (88)
[
[−i∂x − ∂y]− zB
2
]( −a˜0
±
√
54B2
B3z4eλ
)
=
a˜0
±
√
54B2
B4z5eλ (89)
The application of the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
]
to this result give,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]( a˜0
±
√
54B2
B4z5eλ
)
= 10
a˜0
±
√
54B2
B4z4eλ +
a˜0
±2
√
54B2
B5[z5, z†]eλ(90)
Since, [z5, z†] = 10z
4
B
, we have,[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
]( a˜0
±
√
54B2
B4z5eλ
)
= 15
a˜0
±
√
54B2
B4z4eλ (91)
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Finally, we apply the operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B2
]
once again,
[
[−i∂x + ∂y]− z†B
2
](
15
a˜0
±
√
54B2
B4z4eλ
)
= 120
a˜0
±
√
54B2
B4z3eλ + 15
a˜0
±2
√
54B2
B5[z4, z†]eλ
= 180B2
( a˜0
±
√
54B2
B2z3eλ
)
(92)
where, we have used the result [z4, z†] = 8z
3
B
. Thus, 180B2 is an eigenvalue of the
operator
[
[−i∂x + ∂y] − z†B2
]2[
[−i∂x − ∂y] − zB2
]2
. Therefore, we have found an
eigenstate of the bilayer Hamiltonian which components are ψa =
a˜0
±
√
9720B4
B4z5eλ,
ψb =
a˜0
±
√
54B2
B2z3eλ and eigenvalue Enc = ±
√
180B2. This is the eigenvalue predicted
by the formula suggested above,
Enc = ±
√
9B2N(N − 1), N = 0, 1, 2, 3... (93)
Thus, this confirm that the spectrum of Landau energies, for bilayer graphene, in
the noncommutative plane are given by equation (93). The method may be repeated
for higher energy levels. In addition, we can repeat the method, starting from more
complex zero modes than those of equation (68). In other words we can start form(
a˜i(z
†)ieλ
0
)
,
(
za˜i(z
†)ieλ
0
)
, (94)
for arbitrary integer i, and generate other eigenstates corresponding to spectrum of
energies. Also, like the method developed in section 3, the mechanism developed in
this section is applicable to the case of positive magnetic field.
5 Conclusion
In summary, we have developed a method that allow us to construct the eigenenergies
and the eigenstates for Landau levels in single layer and bilayer graphene. In particular,
we have been interested in the application of this method to case in which the planar
coordinates are noncommutative. We have deduced general formulas for the spectrum
of enegry, both, for single layer and bilayer cases. For the case of single layer we have
found that the spectrum of the energy is dictated by the formula,
Enc = ±
√
3NB , N = 0, 1, 2, ... (95)
The comparison of this formula with the formula of the spectrum in commutative case,
leads us to conclude that the spectrum is shifted by ±(√3−√2)√NB.
In addition we have analyzed the bilayer case. In that case we have found that the
spectrum of energy is governed by
Enc = ±
√
9B2N(N − 1), N = 0, 1, 2, 3... (96)
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Again, if we compare this formula with that corresponding bilayer graphene in com-
mutative plane, we find that spectrum of energy is shifted. The shift, in this case, is
±(√9−√4)
√
B2N(N − 1).
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